
their attention on pack sizes and range choices. 
New product innovations may be limited in future, 
as retailers prefer to move large volumes of already 
known brands and variants.

Innovation is the name of the game
Both sides of the equation are using specific 
manpower skills and aids, such as artificial 
intelligence, analytics and computer vision to 
attain their goals. The human capital aspects were 
highlighted by most presenters with the final aim 
of producing a better return for their investment.

Data is the new currency
Manufacturers spend great amounts of money in 
researching the end consumer, but their wish is 
for retailers to share more data and insights into 
their requirements. This tag war is not new, and it 
appears that those parties that have managed to 
find a common cause are making headway. Others 
were encouraged to do so.
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Groceryshop is an annual gathering of both 
food retailers and the manufacturing sector 

in the United States. It is a unique opportunity to 
share their respective points of view and to find 
ways to collaborate and make the supply chain 
more efficient.
This year’s event focused on ways to create 

omnichannels for the end consumer and the 
following trends emerged.

The consumer is in charge  
and dictating terms
‘The consumer comes first’ was the prevalent 
theme of most presentation to the forum. 
The second focus was on convenience, not only 
in terms of location and range, but also on how 
to make it easier for the consumer. Ideas such 
as voice-based ordering and in-car opportunities 
were discussed. The aim was to make the 
shopping  xperience easier and faster.

How can we do it profitably?
For retailers, the debate was not whether an 
ecommerce channel is required, but rather how 
to make it more profitable. 
Three models of fulfilment were discussed, 

namely, store-based picking, automated micro 
fulfilment and dedicated fulfilment centres. Some 
retailers are trying a combination of these models. 
For the manufacturers, this discussion focused 

Key grocery trends in the USa CL5200 Label  
Printing Scale
CL5200 is a reasonably priced 
product that has acquired  
OIML 2006, a stringent  
European certification.  
It has a large size  
full graphic display,  
integrated into  
a single screen.  
It has…

n  High capacity memory which can save  
10 000 products and 1 000 components

n Cartridge method for easy replacement of labels

n 45 built-in basic label formats

n Enables label format settings according to user preference

Large display 
Large full graphic LCD display is suitable for any 
environment (208 x 48 dot graphic LCD) 

Convenient PLU key 
The preset key with neat design supports up to  
148 various product settings in maximum through 
importing overlapping methods. 

High speed printer 
By applying high speed thermal printer head, it supports 
printing speed of 100mm/sec and 202dpi resolution. 

Label cartridge applied 
By applying cartridge method of labelling, it enables  
fast and convenient replacement of labels. 

Scaletronic Services (Pty) Ltd
Sales, Services & repairs of  
Digi, Electronic & Mechanical Scales

Tel: +27 11 613 8211
mwscale@iafrica.com
www.scaletronic.co.za
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